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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
o 2 | While performing PT 19.6,0.1, Visual Inapection of Inaccessible Snubbers, the follow-j

O 3 | ing snubbers were found on the safety relief valve F013H tailpi.e: 1) B21-34SS296,

lo |4 | | elongated hole in rodeye; 2) B21-34SS297, reservoir missing, broken shaft, two bent

lo Isl | rodeyes, bent extension; 3) B21-34SS298, clamp moved; 4) B21-34SS299, broken shaft, |

[0 | s | | bent rodeye, clamp moved; 5) B21-34SS300, cracked weld on I-beam, clamp moved; 6) B21 -t

|0|7|| 34SS336, bent extension, clamp moved, valve body damaged, broken springs; 7) B21- |

0 a 1 34SS337, broken shaft, clamp rotated, extended end springs jammed ir.o valve (cont'd.pe
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
y | It is believed that this damage eccurred following a reactor scram on November 20, 197p.

i 1 | when safety relief valves F013F, G, and H automatically lifted. Corrective actions are

i, 37; described on the attached pages under the following headings: I. Repairs, II. Inspec-

gi|3; j tions and Tests, III. Commitments IV. Analysis of Actual Event, and V. Piping

[i 34] [ Integrity Analysis. (See attached pages)
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LER CONTINUATION - R0l/ 1-79-107 Supplement 1

Event Date: 12-12-79

Facility: BSEP Unit No.1

Event Description and Probable Consequences (cont'd.)

body; 8) B21-34SS338, valve body damaged by poppet spring;
9) B21-34SS339, rodeye bent, clamp moved; 10) B21-34SS340, bent
rodeye, clamp moved.

Technical Specification 6.9.1.8i

Cause Description and Corrective Actions (cont'd.)

I. Repairs

1. All damaged snubbers were rebuilt and functionally tested
successfully.

2. All rodeyes, extensions, clamps, and I-beams were repaired
or rebuilt, depending upon the extent of the damage.

-

II. Inspections and Tests

1. All other safety relief valves and associated piping were
checked for damage, with none found.

2. All relief line vacuum breakers were inspected and tested
satisfactorily.

3. The testing and rebuild history of the snubbers on the F013H
tailpipe were reviewed. There were no significant
findings

4. The F013H valve operating history was reviewed. There were
no significant findings.

5. The following inspections were done for F013H:

A visual inspection by engineering of all piping anda

supports in the drywell and torus.

b. A magnetic particle or liquid penetrant inspection by
QA of all pipe to elbow welds in the drywell and the
SRV F013H to pipe welds.

_

c. A SX visual inspection by QA of the high-stress weld on
each pipe support in the drywell.

d. A visual inspection of all drywell piping and supports
after opening the SRV's at N 250 psig. (See II.6
below). .
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A visual inspection of all drywell piping and supportse.

after opening the SRV's at N 920 psig. (See II.6
below).

6. SRV's F013F and F013H s' tare the same discharge header. In
order to obtain more information, the following tests were
performed after repairs had been completed. After each
test, visual inspections of the pipes and rupports were
performed.

0
a. At 250 reactor pressure, each SRV was opened

sequentially.

0b. At 920 reactor pressure, SRV F013F was opened; and
one second later, F013H was opened. SRV F013H was then
closed three seconds later, and then F013F closed two
seconds later.

Inspections following each c,f the tests disclosed no
damage.

III. Commitments

As a result of this event, CP&L has made the following
commitments:

1. Until a permanent resolution is determined, if any pair of
safety relief valves which share the same exhaust header
lift, the affected unit will be shut down at once and the

piping and supports inspected for damage. All snubbers on
the affected line will be functionally tested.

2. Torus modification already planned will eliminate the
potential for the recurrence of this event since each SRV
discharge line will have a separate T quencher. These
modifications will be installed on both Brunswick units in
1980.

IV. Analysis of the Actual Event

Analyses were performed in December by United Engineers and
Constructors in an attempt to identify a specific cause for the
event. These analyses consisted of two parts. The first was an
exaraination of the line for a normal SRV discharge, and the
second was an estimation of the effects of a realistic water
slug.

1. The study of the normal SRV discharge was perforoled using
the General Electric Code RVFOR04 to generate a force-time
history of each pipe segment using realistic system
pa rame te rs . The results were then incorporated into a
"Nupipe IIL" analysis of the line and its restraints. The

results of this analysis showed that the loadings on all
restraining elements were within their rated capacity, and
all stresses were acceptable.
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Dirther analyses were performed, selectively removing two,
three, and four hydraulic snubbers from the system, which
found the system loads still acceptable. From these
analyses, it was concluded that a normal SRV discharge
would not cause the observed damage, even with a
substantial number of initially inoperable snubbers.

2. The second part of the analysis was a qualitative look at
the potential forces associated with the existence of a
water slug in the line of F013H due to the discharge of
F013F. Once again. an analysis assuming that all snubbers
are initially functional and realistic estimates of system
parameters indicates that no less of structural integrity
is likely to occur. However, in the event that selected
snubbers were ncnfunctional when the event occurred, the
resulting loads would be capable of producing the observed
damage.

V. Piping Integrity Analysis

As a result of concerns expressed by members of ti,e ONRR staff on
January ^ 1980, an analysis was performed to demonst. rate the
integrity of the SRV discharge line segment inside the torus but
above the water line. That analysis is attached as Anpcndiv A.
The results of that analysis confirm that the structural
integrity of the line is maintained even with extremely
conservative calculational assumptions.

_
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APPENDIX A.

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT

S/RV DISCHARGE LINE INTEGRITY ANALYSIS

Abstract

This report documents the results of the analysis which shows that the
S/RV discharge line in the torus can withstand the loads associated
with the discharge of a water slug at the time of an S/RV actuation.
Therefore, the occurrence of a line rupture in the torus above the
water level with a stuck open relief valve is not a credible event,
and no further analysis for this occurrence is warranted.

Introduction

The safety / relief system for the General Electric Mark I boiling
water reactor at the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant consists of eleven
3-stage Target Rock safety relief valves attached to the main steam
lines. The discharge piping is routed through the containment
(drywell) such that two lines are routed through five different vent
pipes and one through a sixth vent pipe. See Figure 1. The discharge
lines run through the vent pipe to the ring vent header where they
penetrate the header in a vertical orientation. The discharge lines
run approximately 89" vertically downward to a submergency of
approximately 64". See Figure 2. For the design of the two lines in
the same vent pipe, the discharge is through a common horizontal
header, called the " double-T." See Figure 3. The single line
discharges through a " single-T."

It has been postulated that a recent sequence of S/RV openings
resulted in damage to snubbers on a discharge line in the drywell
(Reference LR 1-79-107). The postulated scenario is that, following
a reactor scram, reactor pressure increased to the point that an S/RV
opened. As a result of the S/RV opening, the manifold pressure
increased causing the water initially in the adjacent discharge line
sharing the same exhaust header to be pushed up into the S/RV line.
This safety relief valve was then actuated. The expulsion of this
water slug from the discharge line caused nigh loads which resulted in
damage to the snubbers. This damage was detected during a routine
snubber inspection and was reported in LER 1-79-107.

In reviewing the LER, the ONRR staf f raised questions about the
possible existence of an unreviewed safety question. The issue
concerns whether the loads from such an event could cause a pipe
rupture in the S/RV discharge piping inside the torus but above the
water level. A break in any other location is clearly within the
bounds of LOCA cases already analyzed. For this event to have
significance, an additional failure in the form of a stuck-open S/RV
is also required.
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This analysis examined the S/RV discharge line in the torus between
the ring vent header and the torus water level which is a 2-foot
section of the 100-foot discharge line. An analysis has been
performed to show that this section of pipe can withstand the loads
associated with the discharge of the water slug. Thus, a failure at
this location cannot occur as the pipe maintains structural
integrity. A description of the analysis and the result follow in
this report.

Analysis

The analysis of the safety / relief system and the mechanism of failure
revealed that the load imposed can be defined in terms of velocity of
the water slug. The analysis was restricted to the pipe segment in
the torus between the vent header and the water level. The analysis
consisted of the following three parts:

1. Determination of the location with the highest potential
for failure.

2. Determination of the velocity for the actual water slug
discharge.

3. Comparison of the actual velocity with the allowable
velocity at the point with the highest potential for
failure.

For this analysis, assumptions had to be made to allow the use of
available computer codes. 11 all cases, the assumptions resulted in
conservative results for selecting the point of failure and allowable
velocity and for determining the slug velocity. These conservatisms
are discussed later in this report.

1. Location of Failure

The segment of line under investigation is a vertical run of
pipe from the penetration of the vent header to the water
level in the torus as shown in Figure 3. A break above this
penetration allows the discharge of the steam through the
normal pressure suppression mode through the vent header
downcomers. A break below the water level will still retain
pressure suppression by condensation as designed.

The S/RV discharge line is a 10-inch diameter, schedule 80,
A106 Grade B carbon steel pipe. The design of the
penetration at the vent header is shown on Figure 4. The
discharge line is attached to the vent header by a 3/4-inch
full penetration weld. This area around the weld, as well

the normal pipe section, were selected for analysis toas

de te rmine the location with the lowest allowable load at
structural integrity, hence the location with the highest
potential for failure.
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a. For Section 1.a of Figure 4, the welded area at the
penetration, it was assumed that the load carrying
capability was limited by shear in the weld (i.e.,
fault occurring in the weld heat affected zone
propagating into the base metal of the pipe). The
maximum load capability in this area is defined as:

F,=2nrt gT
3

cap

where r = OD pipe radius (5.375 inches)
t = effective weld shear thickness (assumedy

conservatively as same thickness as vent

header thickness - 0.75 inches)
Iall = allowable shear (0.650 where o = 36,000 psi)y y

F, = 2 n (5.375) (0.75) (0.65) (36,000)
7

cap
= 592,700 pounds

b. For Section 1.b of Figure 4, normal pipe section, the
maximum load carrying capability was limited by a
tension failure in the base metal. The maximum load
capability before structural integrity is defined as:

F =A all1.b p

where A = cross section area of pipe material

o all = 36,000 psi

2
F1.b = n/4 (10.75 -9.564 ) (36,000)

cap
= 681,120 pounds

Therefore, it is concluded that the location having the
highest highest potential for failure for the given load
condition for the segment of pipe investigated is at the
weld of the discharge line to the vent header.

2. Water Slug Velocity Calculation

A computer analysis was made to determine the maximum
__ velocity of the water slug being expelled frog the

discharge line. Using the relationship F = pAv the,

allowable load can be equated to an allowable velocity for
comparison to the calculated velocity.

The S/RV discharge line was taken as 103 feet in length
(same as the line where the problem existed). The water
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coluna. in the discharge 'he under no flow conditions is the
same hcight as ch, won' of submergence. It was,
therefore, assured ^ hat the ater slug length was equal to
the submergen e , 64" , anu that the S/RV line above the water
as at atmc heri c pressure, 14.7 psi. It has been

calculated thr+ e discharge line pressure in the " double-
'"

e-.haust h uer is approximately 60 psi for one S/RV
discharge. If the water slug is assumed to stay intact and
is pushed up the S/RV line until pressures on opposing sides
equalize, the water slug will travel approximately 70 feet
up the line. A parametric study was done for various
conditions to determine the maximum expected velocity of
the water slug at the pipe segment in question. Several
assumptions had to be made to make the analysis compatible
with available equations. The conservative nature of the
assumptions are discussed later in this report. Basically,
the line was considered a straight line with additional
loss factors added equivalent to the number of elbows in the
line. The water slug was assumed to stay intact, no
breaking up or two-phase flow. The S/RV opens and drives
the water slug out of the line, until, at the exit, the
velocity reaches 554 feet per second.

3. Actual vs. Allowable Comparison

The fluid-induced loads for this postulated event van be
defined as:

F = DLF pAV

where DLF = dynamic load factor, which was conservatively
assumed to equal 2

3- p = mass density of the water,1.938 slug per foot
A = cross sectional area of the pipe
v = water slug velocity

F = 2(1.938) 3 (9.564)2 2y
4

2
= 1.9 v

v = ff/1.9

The load for structural integrity at the point of highest
probability of failure (weld at the penetration of vent
header) was calculated to be 592,700 pounds. Therefore,
the maximum allowable velocity without exceeding structural
integrity of the pipe is:

all = f592,700/1.9'
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V
all = 558 ft/sec

The allowab1( velocity (588 feet /second) is greater than
the computed selocity of 554 feet /second; and, hence the
pipe will maintain structural integrity and no pipe failure
will occur. To reiterate, this analysis is considered
conservative because of the assumptions made as discussed
below.

Analysis Conservatisms

The following discussions are presented concerning the assumptions
used in the analyses and their selection to make the analysis
conservative.

1. The water slug stays intact

This assumption had to be made for analytical purposes, as
no code exists which allows the slug to break up. However,
fluid dynamics indicates that the many changes of direction
in the S/RV line through the drywell will tend to break up
the water slugs so that the high loads and associated damage
would not occur.

2. Water slug rises to the maximum height possible

This assumption was made to give the higt.est velocity at the
exit following an S/RV opening. The water slug is
accelerating throughout the discharge and the longer the
pipe, the itigher the velocity.

3. The S/RV line is a straight line

This assumption was also made for analytical purposes and
tends to give higher velocities than would be expected for
the line with multiple elbows. This results in higher
calculated loads as velocity and load are directly related.

4. Pipe failure mechanism simplication

The pipe was assumed to fail in the shear of the weld at the
penetration of the vent header. It is assumed that the load

causing the weld to shear also allows a break to propagate
across the base metal and rupture the pipe. In addition, the
effective thickness of the weld was considered as only that
of the vent header and does not consider any increase due to
the throat of the weld.

5. Dynamic load factor

The dynamic load factor utilized in the equation for
determining allowable load, and hence allowable velocity,
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was taken as two, which is the ma.<imum factor for this
configuration and load condition.

6. Selected stress allowable for structural integrity contains
significant margin to failure ( 0.65 tr ) .

y

Seismic Analysis

A conservative evaluation was done to determine the seismic stress
component for the segment of the S/RV line in the torus bein?,
analyzed. Since the first natural frequency of this S/RV line section
is in the rigid range, the seismic response was assurred to be the same
as the maximum of the vent header. Upperbound seismic stresses were
calculated to be less than 1,000 psi. Therefore, the seismic component
will not add significantly to the stresses in this pipe for the event
being analyzed.

Conclusions

The design of the safety relief system and potential operating loads
were reviewed. It can be postulated that an S/RV which shares a
common exhaust header with another S/RV cott1d be opened while
containing the water slug. Although the set pressures are different
for the valves, the allowable + 1% margin on set pressure could cause
the event that was postulat'd to have caused the damage to the
snubbers at Brunswick. An eracting analysis of the system under
postulated conditions cannot be made due to the limitation of existing
computer codes and the lack of knowledge of the exact values of
contributing pa rameters for tl e event. Therefore, a simplified
analysis was made for the event where the assumptions required were
made in a conservative direction. The conclusion of the analysis is
that, while the loads are high for an SRV discharge with a water slug
in the line, the load carrying capability of the line will not be
compromised as pipe will maintain structural integrity.

_
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FIGURE 1:

SRV DISCllARGE PIPE LOCATION & SRV SET POINTS
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FIGURE 2:

SRV DISCHARGE PIPE SECTION IN VENT PIPE & TORUS
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FIGURE 3:

SRV " DOUBLE T" ARRANGEBENT
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FIGURE 4:

.
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